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The Brand Building Checklist Evaluate your business and build your brand.



Jay Ehret



Chief Officer of Awesomeness TheMarketingSpot.com



2 Before you dive into this ebook, you should understand brands and branding. A brand is a psychological, emotional relationship between businesses and customers. The goal is to cause customers to have a gut feeling about your business. Customers should have thoughts, feelings and opinions about your business. When they do, you have a brand. Branding is the art of causing customers to have a gut feeling about your business; to have thoughts, feelings and opinions about you. The reason that brands are important is that they give customers choices. From the outside, most businesses seem indistinguishable to customers. They see a bland landscape of businesses all claiming quality, price and service. But when a business has a well-defined brand, the customer now sees the business with the brand, set against a bland landscape of all the other businesses. That’s the power of a brand: it helps customers choose your business. What will you get from this ebook? After reading this ebook you will understand all the pieces necessary to create an awesome brand. You will be able to evaluate your own brand against the branding checklist and judge the strength of your brand. Upon completion, you will know what you need to transform your business into a brand that helps customers choose you. What should you do with this ebook? As you read through each brand-building element on the checklist, evaluate whether or not it exists in your business. Build a list of branding to-do’s and then get busy transforming your business into an awesome brand. You can find brandbuilding resources at www.TheMarketingSpot.com
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Checklist Item #1: A Brand Mission



“The process of forming a brand is the result of unrelenting passion, not unending spin.”



I have a mission that clearly states my purpose. It answers the question why I exist for customers.



Before you get too deep into this checklist, I want to introduce you to the concept of true branding. The temptation is to build a brand from the outside in, or creating a brand based on what you think customers might like. I encourage you to avoid this temptation and instead create a true brand. True brands are formed from the inside out. You take your entrepreneurial passion and transform it into something that will attract customers you can satisfy. True brands are the best brands, because they are sustainable and are built on the foundation of your entrepreneurial soul. You never have to fake anything with a true brand. Your true brand starts with your mission. We’re not talking about a mission statement here, which are typically constructed as marketing pieces, or “here’s what we would like you to think we are” documents. Your mission is not necessarily for public consumption, it’s for internal use. In fact, I encourage you not to publicly share this mission. Your brand’s mission is what you want to accomplish for your customers, not for yourself, and its built on your core values. It answers the question: Why do I exist? So what is it exactly that you want to accomplish for your customers? Many businesses focus on the obvious: save money,
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John Moore - Brand Autopsy



provide quality products, and deliver excellent customer service. Those are missions that just don’t resonate with customers, and they are missions that will relegate you to the commodity landscape of businesses. How can you make your customers better by doing business with you? Here are some examples of brand missions from real businesses: 



“To conquer our patients’ pain.” “To get people excited about their truck.” “To create leaders who enjoy life.”



Get the picture? How are people better by doing business with you?
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Checklist Item #2: A Brand Promise “Brands speak to the mind and heart.” My business promises something to customers above the product/service I sell. This is a key foundation piece of any awesome brand. This is where you convert your mission into a promise that gives customers a reason to do business with you. The brand promise is defined as: What you promise to deliver to your customers beyond the product or service you happen to sell. Did you catch that? Your product/service is not your brand. Brands are never about the product, always about the promise. Some business, somewhere, is selling the same thing you do, and they’re selling it cheaper than you sell it. Your responsibility as a brand is to promise something above the commodity you sell. But, it can’t be quality, honesty, price, or service. Customers already expect those things from you, they are merely the starting point of doing business. No, you have to promise something that will get customers’ attention and something they think is valuable. Look closely at your mission, what can you promise? Here are some examples: “To make your investment real estate deals easy.” “Everyone will love your lighting.” “Freedom and independence from a website developer.”



Alina Wheeler - Designing Brand Identity



A brand promise is a powerful thing. It tells the customer what they will get by doing business with you. Even more importantly, your brand promise is your brand’s compass. If you always focus on delivering your brand’s promise, you will accomplish your brand’s mission. That’s a powerful thing that inspires trust and loyalty in your customers. What’s your brand promise?
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Checklist Item #3: A Brand Personality



“A brand isn’t a brand to you until it develops an emotional connection with you.” Daryl Travis - Emotional Branding



I deliver my brand to customers with a clearly defined personality.



Just like people, businesses should have personalities. Remember, brands are relationships, and people have relationships with personalities, not objects or businesses. A business with a personality is more memorable and personal. Think of it as your brand’s flavor. The most popular restaurant in my hometown of Waco, Texas is George’s, famous for its chicken-fried steak and frosty mugs of beer. But George’s doesn’t just serve chicken fried steaks and cold beer, they serve them with personality. The owner wants customers to have what he calls a “big ol’ time,” so customers are served with a “good ol’ boy” personality. Nothing cartoonish, George’s is a place where you meet your friends, drink some beer, and shoot the bull. What’s your brand personality? Bold, funny, conversational, engaging, intellectual? Start by describing your personality as someone else would describe you. Think in adjectives here. How do people describe you? Energetic, friendly, tenacious, animated, vivacious, serious, business-like? You may have heard the term; unique selling proposition or USP. Entrepreneurs often equate the USP with something product or service related. But the secret of the USP is that it’s personalityfocused. Your brand promise delivered with a personality is what makes your brand truly unique.
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So what’s your brand’s personality? Exercise: Describe your brand’s personality. Start with your personality and then pick an adjective that will characterize your brand. 



- Gregarious - Empathetic - Generous - Professional - Eccentric 



- Fun-loving - Gracious - Easy-going - Intense - Bubbly



It doesn’t really matter which personality you choose. Only that it’s authentic and inoffensive.
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Checklist Item #4: A Brand Tagline My brand has a tagline that communicates my brand promise & personality in a sticky way.



A good tagline is the single-most powerful, condensed, compact expression of your brand that you can have. In one short, concise sentence (preferably seven words or less) your tagline conveys the essence of your brand. In a sticky way, your tagline communicates your purpose with some personality. I call it a signature, because I believe that it should be personal and distinct. Taco Bell’s tagline, “Think outside the bun” says, in an irreverent way, that you’re not going to get ordinary (read: burgers) fast food. The U.S. Marine Corps tagline, “The Few. The Proud.” succinctly communicates exclusivity and honor with a serious, stoic personality. The key to a good tagline is to communicate your purpose in a slightly unexpected and un-obvious way. You don’t come out and directly say what you mean, because people will ignore trite, obvious expressions. For example Taco Bell could have said “Not your ordinary fast food.” The Marines could have “We don’t just take anyone who wants to serve their country.” Framing your tagline in an unexpected way makes it sticky, and causes people to take notice.
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“A tagline is often the sole bearer of the brand’s message.” Jim Morris - Tagline Jim



One of the secrets to creating a sticky tagline is to use metaphors and synonyms. Start with a list of keywords and phrases about your business and industry. Then make a corresponding list of synonyms and metaphors. Collect other clever taglines and begin substituting words from your synonym list while trying to communicate your brand promise. It’s not easy, but if you can craft a good tagline, you make your brand stand out in the consumer’s crowded mind. Examples of local taglines: Slaying the Used Car Dragons - Used car dealership Mock the Elements – ATV accessories Create a Commotion – Pickup truck accessories
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Checklist Item #5: A Brand Logo I have a logo that is technically correct: Words, Icon, and Color.



The importance of logos in branding is overblown. Oh yes, they are important, but not in the way that you think they are. Logos are important after you establish your brand. They have nothing to do with the establishment of your brand. So yes, you need a logo, but people will not look at your logo and see the essence of your brand. If you doubt this, take a look at the Starbucks logo and tell me how that logo communicates coffee experience.
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“A logo is not the brand itself. It’s merely a symbol for it.” Marty Neumeier - The Brand Gap



specific meaning. For that reason you must choose a font that is not commonly available, and you should stylize that font in a way not normally seen by the brain. Take notice of how the font looks different in this logo.



A logo is a visual representation of your brand. Customers assign meaning to your logo, but a logo does not assign meaning to your business. So the most important thing about a logo is being technically correct so that it gives customers a peg on which to hang your brand. There are three components to the logo: 1. Words – The words in your business name and the words in your tagline 2. Icon – The picture part of your logo. 3. Color – The primary and secondary color you choose for your logo. The most important component of your logo is the font presentation. You might think that the words in your logo are just collections of letters, but the brain actually sees words as collections of pictures. The brain sees a letter as a picture with a



It’s a font you don’t normally see, and the color in “Jiffy” has been removed but an outline has been placed around the letters. Finally, a word about colors. Colors have meaning and evoke emotions. Choose a color for you logo that matches the emotions you want to evoke from customers.
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Checklist Item #6: A Brand Experience Customers experience my brand promise and personality when they do business with me.



Up to now we’ve been talking about your brand’s foundations, putting together the concept of the brand. But, for a brand to be real, people must experience it. And if they don’t experience what you promised them in your brand marketing, all the time and money you invested in brand creation will be wasted. After you’ve created a conceptual brand, you must then align the brand promise with the experience. The simplest way to do this is to start with a blank sheet of paper and write your brand promise across the top. Then, think how that promise would look like in real life. How will you make sure you keep the promise that your brand made? The result will be a big, focused list of things you will do for the customer. Once you have that list of to-do’s, create a customer experience map, that lays out the branded experience in chronological order. There are five primary phases of the customer’s experience: I. Preconception - Before the customer actively engages you. II. Introduction - Your first contact with a customer. III. Interaction - The process of doing business with you. IV. Purchase - The decision is made and money is exchanged. V. Expansion/Referral - What happens after the sale.
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“The goal is: What am I doing right now to make sure that customer’s going to want to come back the next time?” Shep Hyken - The Cult of the Customer



Your customers’ experience should not be a meandering trip of exploration. Instead, think of the customer experience as a guided tour in an exotic destination, and you are the tour guide. Think beyond transactions. Think beyond delivering products and services. Your mission is to deliver a branded experience. If you do that, you will earn a customer’s loyalty and provide a spark that ignites word of mouth.
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Checklist Item #7: Branded Employees I have defined hiring criteria, and employees who can deliver my brand promise and personality.
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“Experiential standards take your product or service from being just a commodity, and it becomes a necessity.” John DiJulius - The DiJulius Group



Your employees must be compatible with your brand because they are the ones that must deliver the brand. That means not any old employee will do. Without the right people in place, all the hard thinking you’ve done to create your brand may be going down the tubes at the point of contact with the customer.



And it wouldn’t hurt to go back and reassess all current employees against that criteria. It may be a little uncomfortable to re-evaluate current employees. What is if they don’t fit? Quite frankly, you have to either make them fit through guidance, or help them find another employer.



It’s time to re-think your hiring criteria. In the past you have probably chosen your new employees by considering their skill set, their dependability, and their willingness to work cheaply. Sometimes that works, sometimes it doesn’t. Most of the time, it’s not good for your brand. Time to consider new hiring criteria: promise and personality.



That sounds harsh, but we’re talking about your brand here. The primary concern is not whether a person is capable of doing the job, your primary objective is finding employees who can deliver the brand.



Each employee on your staff must be able to keep your brand promise while delivering your brand’s personality. Can you imagine how difficult it is for new employees to start interacting with customers? Every exchange, every decision is a new experience for them. But if you hire employees based on promise and personality, experience delivery is somewhat natural to them. Ask yourself two questions when you hire new employees: 1. Can this person keep my brand’s promise? 2. Can does this person match my brand’s personality?
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Checklist Item #8: Brand Training I have a written document that outlines my brand and teaches employees how to deliver the brand.
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“Clearly, the key factor for a company attempting to dominate on experience rests heavily on the interaction between customers and employees.” Fred Crawford & Ryan Matthews - The Myth of Excellence



Companies will typically provide adequate training in three areas: operational, functional, and technical. It’s time to add brand training to the mix.



decision. Develop a B.A.M! Then quiz your employees on your brand foundations, your brand commandments, and then ask them to respond to potential brand situations.



Employees are often asked to deliver a brand experience that they themselves have never received. To leave it up to (often under-paid) employees who were not included in the strategy sessions, is brand suicide. Employees must learn the brand and you must teach it to them. That’s easily accomplished if you develop a Brand Aptitude Manual for your business.



When you are through training employees, give them a test. Yep, a test. Testing your employees does two things: It communicates how serious you are about your brand, and You know with certainty that your employees can deliver an extraordinary brand experience.



A Brand Aptitude Manual, or B.A.M! for short, will have a huge positive impact on your business. It has three primary components: 1. Brand Foundations – Your brand’s mission, promise and personality 2. Brand Commandments – The Thou Shalts and Thou Shalt Nots for your business brand. 3. Situational Brand Questions - Potential real situations your employees will encounter You want to get your employees thinking like your brand. So when they encounter a new situation they make the correct brand
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Checklist Item #9: A Legitimate Brand I am the leader of my brand and authentically deliver the brand that I ask my employees to deliver.



Brands are not make-believe. True brands are not concepts created by ad agencies based on research. If you want to have a true brand, you have to keep it real. Legitimacy is being the brand in real life, the entrepreneur’s soul as a living, breathing business. Like the soul itself, it must be authentic and it must be fed. Remember, your business is a reflection of you. You cannot be one person outside the business, and pretend to be someone else while working in the business. You simply cannot maintain the façade forever. So be who you are, all the time. You are the leader of the brand, and that means you must show brand leadership. Get out there on the front line and deliver the brand just as you have trained your employees to deliver it. Interact with customers and prove to your employees that you are not above the law. Your brand leadership will not go unnoticed by customers. Interacting with the business owner is a powerful thing. Don’t blow it. Instead, be your brand in real life and your customers will reward you with loyalty and word of mouth. But perhaps the biggest benefit is that your employees will reward you with their loyalty and passionate brand delivery.
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“People are more likely to buy what you’ve got, if they get who you are.” Megan Duckett - Entrepreneur



1. Deliver the customer experience as you ask your employees to deliver it. 2. Adhere to your own dress code. 3. Have higher standards for yourself than you do for your employees.



So Now What?



About the Author



It’s time to evaluate your brand, and see where you need to build. Review the checklist again and count how many items you can check off for your brand.



0 Items - You don’t have anything close to a brand, and you need to start from scratch. 1-3 Items - Your brand is on life support and needs a lot of help. But, you have something to work with. 4-6 Items - You have a foundation of a strong brand, that just needs a little more work. 7-8 Items - You have an extraordinary brand that is probably leading the market. You may need just one little tweak. All 9 Items - Congratulations! You have awesome brand that inspires customer loyalty and sparks word of mouth. The long-term success of a business is determined by the effectiveness of its marketing. The effectiveness of marketing is determined by the strength of the brand. Build an awesome brand and ensure the long-term success of your business. Determine where you are on the scorecard above and where you need to build your brand. You can find resources to help you build a strong brand at www.TheMarketingSpot.com, where entrepreneurs are transformed into marketers.
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Jay Ehret is founder and Chief Officer of Awesomeness at The Marketing Spot, an online learning resource for entrepreneurs and small business owners. He is a marketing coach, consultant, speaker, and blog author. He helps entrepreneurs and brands build marketing plans based on the four essential spots of marketing: Branding, Experience, Conversation, and Promotion. He empowers business owners with knowledge, turning entrepreneurs into marketers while transforming businesses into extra-ordinary brands. Jay has developed marketing resources and learning materials that helps business owners understand marketing and build their own marketing plans. He is a frequent speaker at conferences and industry association events. Jay authors the award winning Marketing Spot Blog and hosts the Power to the Small Business podcast. To book Jay to speak at your next event, or to check out his learning resources, visit: www.TheMarketingSpot.com See his Facebook page here: Facebook.com/TheMarketingspot
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